4-Way Portable Traffic Signals

Remote Control Traffic Light
Stands & Trailers “RCTL” / “RCTL-T” & “RCTL-DOT”

**IST’s Trailer** Customers demand for trailers has inspired us to offer the **worlds safest, most economical, trailer available.** With more product solutions, history, and patent for 4-way portable traffic lights **IST** has perfected a solution for large intersections. 8” or 12” Signals. Green, Yellow & Red Arrows, Solar, Battery or Generator. Yellow, Black, or Orange Signal Head/Trailer. Standard or Economy. MUTCD

**Unit to Unit Sync** communication network for 2-5 units in or around an intersection, or down the street to the closes intersection(s) **up to 15 units, 3 units per intersection times 5 intersections.** $1k per head for this **U2US** feature. Stand units can be in the middle or 2-4 corners, out of the roadway for maximum visibility on large multilane highways. Safer, more visible than any trailer. **Dangerous Crash Deceleration Risk!**

Do not use “any vendor’s” trailer in an intersection. **Trailers off the roadway, use stands <250 pounds,**

**Store-Charge and Deploy**
6’x12’ Trailers hold 15 units & 5’x8’ trailers hold 8 in our **SCaD** trailers. SCaD is the preferred method to rapidly deploy up and down the coast. Fastest one man operation & ideal for limited resources, equipment and lot storage while not in use.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single RCTL controls smaller intersection</th>
<th>2 or 3 linked RCTLs at larger intersection</th>
<th>4 wireless linked RDTLs at larger intersection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Price-Value-Technology is what we offer our customers every day. We provide the best valued products, saving departments tens of thousands of dollars over our competition. Patented/Sole source technology streamlines purchasing. We have GPS time sync & location timed programming, Vehicle detector, Preemption, Audio/video, Unit to unit U2US network, Data logger, wireless radio modem controls over 100 units from a central laptop or EOC station & used by the US Military covers a 5-10 mile radius.

IST International is a Leader in Intelligent Signal Technology, and has products around the world and has continued to offer our customers the best value, highest quality, and customer service in our industry. Our many products and technology reach the DOT/Road construction, Police, Military, Airline, and Industrial markets. Please call us if you don’t see what you are looking for on IST’s www.IntelligentSignals.com website. 4-Way, One-lane Flaggers, Signs, Radar, GPS, Text Message, Wireless radio, PC Palm control & log data.

Solar-Battery systems can achieve over 14 days of continual operation. In fact in southern states you can operate MUTCD 24/7/365 for continuous, clean, quite, safe, operation. IST systems are design for the safest profile, with consideration for our DOT, public & department liabilities. Balancing solar/battery weight for intersection trailers. More solar & less battery!!!

IST International www.IntelligentSignals.com 1-866-466-4784 USA


Trailer Weight & Intersection Safety Disclaimer Trailer design is for “side of roadway” and are heavy to stop vehicles from hitting construction workers. This excessive weight of the trailer/batteries pose a Dangerous Crash Deceleration Risk! IST does not endorse “any vendors” trailer in an intersection.

IST was working around the clock to help after "Wilma"... We were there... We are here for you 24/7. IST International.

IST International is the Original, Patent holder, and has over 8 years field history with over 400 units. No competitor can say they have 1 in operation. We have a proven track record 24/7 operations for weeks after Hurricane Wilma. We have over 80 units in flawless operation around Florida and are still the preferred vendor of this stand or trailer technology.

Remote Control Traffic Light (RCTL) 4 way or 1 intersection Remote Controlled Traffic Light, manual or automatic control by a hand held remote control. Perfect for public works, traffic engineering, military & police officers. For event management, power outage or malfunction. Conflict monitoring, optional green turn arrow(s). Multiple units can be networked for wireless communication and traffic flow. A tremendous value for a 12-signal LED system that is compact and deployable.

Buy-Rent-Lease Starting at; Stand models $4,995 Trailer models $10,995
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